1. (a) (i) 
(b) (ii) 
(c) (i) 
(d) (iv) 
(e) (iii) 

2. (b) (iv) 
(b) (ii) 
(c) (i) 
(d) (iii) 
(e) (i) 

3. (a) The nightingale was singing all day.
(b) The nightingale recognized the glow-worm by its sparkling light.
(c) The glow-worm was scared because the nightingale was going to do something wrong with him.
(d) The glow-worm persuaded the nightingale not to
do him anything wrong by saying that it was
the nature which had taught the nightingale to sing
and him to shine.

(c) 'Harangued' mean the same as 'loudly appealed
to persuade'.
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4 J. Block, Rajauri Garden
New Delhi
7th March 2014

The Editor
Delhi Mail

Sir,

Sub: To draw the attention of Authorities towards the problem of
water supply.

Sir, with the help of your esteemed newspaper, I want
to draw the kind attention of Authorities towards


The difficulties of the residents of Rajouri Garden, New Delhi. The water pipe that supplies drinking water to the Rajouri Garden is damaged and all the residents of the area have not got the supply of clean water for two days now. All the residents of the area are somehow getting their work of water done by buying mineral water. But how long can this method work? Therefore, I request the authorities to get the pipe repaired immediately and water be supplied through tankers till the pipe is repaired. I shall be obliged for this.

Thanking you,
Your sincerely,
Rahul

Respected Principal Sir, Director Sir, Teacher and
My dear friends, a nice and glorious morning.

To all of you. This is Akshat, the head boy, present before you to discuss about a very fatal viral disease named dengue. Dengue is a disease which spreads by the bites of mosquitoes. It is a viral disease i.e., the real organism which causes dengue is a virus. Every year, the dengue virus outbreaks after the rainy season. Dengue, when not diagnosed in time, can lead to death. A special type of mosquito, which carries the dengue-causing virus, when bites, injects the virus in our blood. The virus reproduces in the body and destroys our immune system. The main symptoms of dengue are high fever, red spots on skin, decrease in the level of haemoglobin in blood etc. The only way to stop the spread of dengue is to stop the mosquitoes. We must spray DDT on a pond and pour kerosene in the pond. We must keep water in an open vessel. We must allow the water to be
The dove and the bee.

A bee was flying above a stream and suddenly after colliding with a branch of a tree, she fell into the stream. She tried to come out of the stream but couldn't succeed. When the bee was drowning suddenly a dove, flying past the stream, saw the bee. He plucked a leaf with his beak and dropped it near the bee. The bee succeeded to climb on it. The current of the stream took the leaf to one of the banks of the stream and the bee came on the ground. The bee thanked him and went on his way. After some days, the dove was
Sitting on the branch of a tree, a hunter was silently aiming the dove with his gun. The bee which was also near the tree saw the hunter. When the hunter was just to shoot the dove, the bee stung the hunter due to which the hunter missed the aim. The dove also came to see the hunter and escaped from there after thanking the bee.

Moral: If you help someone in their bad time, somebody will also help you in your bad time.
9. (a) The children could play there because the giant was out of station.
   (b) When he came back he saw the children playing in his garden.
   (c) He ordered them to get out of his garden.

10. (a) A letter was written to his friend by him.
    (b) Having found the gold, they began to quarrel.
    (c) He was too weak that he couldn't run.
12(a) The monsoon season is not the best period to visit Coorg because in rainy season it rains so much that no one can enjoy travelling here.

(b) The best period for the visitors is from September till March.

(c) 'Commences' in the passage means the same as 'starts'.

13(a) The speaker is Chubukov.

(b) He is very happy because Lomov has come to propose Natasha, his daughter, Natasha.

(c) He is going to call Natasha so that Natasha knows Lomov to propose as soon as possible.

14(a) Bellinda is a girl who lives on frth floor, the cat; Blink, the monkey; Mustard, the dog, and
Custard, the dragon. She was as brave as a bowell full of bears.

(b) Belinda and the other pets laughed at the dragon. Belinda unmercifully vexed him. The other pets laughed at him by saying him coward.

(c) 'Unmerciful' means the same as 'unkind'.

15 (a) Rajvir reached Dhekiahar with his friend Pranjil and Pranjal's father. Pranjal's father was a manager of a tea-garden at Dhekiahar. He told Pranjal's father that it was the second season of growing tea from June to September and it yielded the best tea. Pranjal's father told him that he was right.

(b) Kisa Gokami was very sad as her only son had died. She prayed Buddha to make him
again. Buddha said that he would make his son alive if she would give him a handful of mustard seeds from a house whose owner has died. 

Kisa Gautami went home to have to ask for mustard seeds. Everyone gave him a handful of mustard seeds, but there was no house where nobody had died. This opened the eye of Kisa Gautami; she realized that the one who has born will die also. In this way Buddha taught her the truth of life.

(c) Mijbi 

Mijbi was an intelligent animal. It is obvious from the line given below:

"Mijbi would touch every seventh of the upright red pillar or pass through every second lamp post."

Mijbi was intelligent enough to recognize every seventh pillar like a child. He could also recognize every second lamp post. Also, he could open the tap to its full-flow.
(d) On her first day at school, Bhuli was very nervous. When the teacher asked her name, she began to stammer and then burst into tears. At the end of the school day, the teacher again asked her name. When she began stammering, the teacher encouraged her to tell her name and at last she could speak her name. The teacher also encouraged her to study and come to school everyday. She also gave her a book and said that when she would have completed the book, she will give her another book.

(e) Madhida was very sad after the ball. In the ceremony, she was prettiest of all. But when she came home after the ball ceremony, she discovered that she didn't have the diamond necklace which she borrowed from Madame Foretig. So, she became very sad after the ball.
At first Think-Tank thought Earthlings were uncivilized, helpless, and foolish. He thought that Martians could easily defeat Earthlings and capture the Earth. But when Think-Tank misinterpreted a rhyme book, it changed his opinion about the Earthlings dramatically. He now thought that people on Earth knew how to combine agriculture and mining, they could launch interplanetary attacks on millions of Earth and also that the Earthlings knew about him and were planning to capture him. So, he escaped to the Alpha Centauri.

16. The conductor in 'Madam, ride the bus' was well-behaved and had good manners. He offered help to Valli in order to get in the bus. Clearly, it is a very good habit. Also, he asked her if she knew whether she had to go. It was because if the little girl didn't know
Whether she had to go, she could not
in the town. Further, she offered some
soft-drink to Valli in the town, which
Valli firmly rejected. In this way the
conductor showed many good manners like
kindness, helpfulness, worry for child, etc.

She can also make our life
happy by observing good habits. If there
are good manners in us, everyone would
know us. We would be called good
citizens, good friends, good relatives which
in turn will give us happiness.

Part (a)

Anne was humorous, amusing and sweet child
before coming to the secret annex. But after
hiding in the secret annex, suddenly Anne
becomes a mature girl. She is now come
to know what is right and what
She started loving Peter. She also felt her as independent girl. She was now no more a happy-go-lucky girl. She was a sincere, deep and mature girl who knew about work, nature, relations etc. At first, she held her mother, responsible for every dispute with her. But after the hiding in secret.

Annex, she says that she also had some faults. So, we can say that Anne became from a pre-mature girl to a well-grown-up and mature girl.

It shows that severe hardship makes a man/more mature than ever.

He or She comes to know about right or wrong; good or bad. He or She wants to take decision about his or her life independently.

Mrs. Van Daan was the wife of Herman Van Daan and mother of Peter Van Daan.
Anne writes about her that she was neither a good wife nor a good mother. She always looked for faults in everything done by Anne. She also disliked the meetings of Anne and Peter. She forbade Anne to meet Peter. She always praised herself and tried to look down upon the other inhabitants of the Secret Annex. She started crying when she heard about air-raid. In this way we can say that according to Anne, Mrs. Van An was not a good person.
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